
MY PENGUIN
Free for iPad

BEAUTIFUL WIDGETS PRO
Free on Android (in-app purchases)

SKY GAMBLERS: STORM
RAIDERS 69p for iOS

ASPHALT 7
Free on iOS (in-app purchases)

SNOOPY’S STREET FAIR
Free on Android (in-app purchases)
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A FREEBIE version of the
hugely successful download
which gives basic access to
some of the cool widget and
weather features you can stick
on your device. You can buy
everything else within but it’s a
great chance to get a taste of
what’s on offer in terms of
styles and wallpapers.
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GAMESTICK from £79.99

THE team who turned the
Smurfs into an app are
behind this cool “freemium”
FarmVille-style game which
was released a while ago but
has soared in popularity
recently. You play as Charlie
Brown, aiming to raise cash
to buy baseball outfits and a
trip to New York.

DISNEY’S Club Penguin is a
virtual world for kids and now
has its own app. It allows the
millions of users around the
world to log on in real time to
p-p-p-play games and earn
coins to add stuff to avatars.
Includes popular Pufflescape,
Puffle Rescue, Puffle Roundup
and Ice Fishing games.

HOUSE OF THE
DEAD: OVERKILL,
THE LOST REELS
£2.99 iOS

TALISMAN PROLOGUE HD
iOS and Android, £2.99

THIS could top Need For Speed
for poll position in the iOS
driving games championship.
The graphics are incredible

and if you’re a fan of street
racing and fast cars then this
little beauty will knock your
socks off. Has more than 60
cars to race across 15 tracks set
on the roads of real cities.

POKEMON MYSTERY
DUNGEON: GATES TO INFINITY
£34.99, 3DS

INVENTED more than 30 years ago for a
couple of pals, board game Talisman
was later published by Games
Workshop and was a worldwide hit.
In this faithful single player re-creation,

you can play as any of ten adventurers
on 50 quests.
Prologue gives you an idea of the

narrative of Talisman. Moving around
the board you have to strengthen your
adventurer to finish the quest at hand.
I found myself losing hours to this,

and it never becomes repetitive.
Talisman Prologue HD should be

picked up by players old and new. JN

THIS popular flight sim has
flown back to top spot in
the charts after a string of
updates. These consist of
new planes, a weapons han-
gar and smoke trail options
for pilots to use on mis-
sions, which include team
death match, defend the
base and survival mode.

NEWMUSIC

THE world’s smallest games
console is being released
this summer, measuring just
THREE inches long.
But the GameStick device, which
resembles a USB drive, is ready to
take on gaming’s big boys.
As expensive new PlayStation and
Xbox consoles are announced with
price tags tipped to be more than
£300 each, the GameStick will be
available from just £79.99.
The micro-gaming machine is the
UK’s first console in more than 20
years, as Britain becomes the hub
for the smart-gaming revolution.
We have twigged that the typical
gamer no longer stays up all night
playing Call Of Duty in a darkened,
locked bedroom.
Instead, the gaming demographic
has expanded rapidly. Virtually
everyone’s now a gamer, playing
Candy Crush on smartphones, or

Angry Birds on their tablets. And
while a new Xbox game can set you
back £49.99, smartphone and tablet
releases are regularly less than £5.
The GameStick hopes to find a
happy medium — TV based, like
traditional consoles, but with app-
style pricing.
And we at The Sun were given a
world-exclusive first hands-on with
the revolutionary new device — seen
here with Lee.
To get gaming, you simply plug
the GameStick into your TV
and pick up its wireless blue-
tooth controller. No set-up or
wires required.
The console’s interface
is virtually indistin-
guishable from the
Xbox dashboard —
scrolling through inter-
active tiles. And the
actual gameplay is sim-

ilarly reminiscent, as you load up
popular Android titles in full high-
definition. Video-streaming will also
be supported, with a high-profile
partner app yet to be announced.
You can carry your games and
progress with you anywhere, simply
by putting the GameStick — which
was funded by crowd-sourcing site
Kickstarter — in your pocket.
Wherever there’s an HDMI slot,
you can plug the GameStick in and
carry on — whether it’s your laptop
on the train, or your grandma’s TV.

Meanwhile a docking device
will eventually offer expansion
slots for periphery hardware
such as webcams, microphones,
dance-mats, keyboards and a

mouse.
LEE PRICE

l The GameStick is
released on July 6,
from £79.99. Pre-order
from Game.co.uk.

THIS game’s tagline –
“Fingerblast on the go” – sounds
more like something from an
Inbetweeners episode, but is
actually a pretty apt description.
An extension to the House of

Dead series, The Lost Reels is
your daily gore fix.
Simply shoot your way through

zombie-infested scenes. You aim
with your left thumb, fire with
your right.
Gameplay is simple but

intuitive, and it’s also that magic
word for the smart-gaming
generation – addictive.

Violence
As you progress earning

points – or “Kash” – you can
upgrade your weapons.
Despite every level feeling

fairly similar, there’s something
pulling you back to play each
time.
The price point of £2.99 is

entirely justified – until you
discover that you have to pay a
further £1.49 to unlock a third
scene.
And this isn’t for under-18s,

clearly, with its gore, violence
and swearing.
If The Lost Reels was three

quid all-in, it’d probably score a
mark higher.
It certainly reeled me in, again

and again.
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THIS is a mash-up of Pokemon and the
lesser-known series Mystery Dungeon.
Mystery Dungeon games are RPG

crawlers and this one is set in the
Pokemon world.
Navigating the dungeons is the bulk

of how you spend your time and while
they’re randomly generated, they
become boring and are lazy in design.
Pokemon is successful in almost

everything that it attempts – but Gates
To Infinity is a sad exception.
Nothing here keeps you engaged for

too long and only the diehard will play
through to completion.

Delta Mainline
WHO: David McLachlan
(vocals/guitar), Gavin King
(bass), Shaun McLachlan
(drums/mandolin/vocals), Ver-
ity Blanchard (piano/organ/
cello/vocals), Greg Walker
(harmonica/synths/theremin/
percussion), William Walker
(guitar/lap steel), George
Gunn (guitar).
WHERE: Edinburgh
FOR FANS OF: Primal
Scream, The Velvet Under-
ground, Spiritualized
JIM SAYS: Delta Mainline’s
debut album Oh! Enlightened
has been a long time coming,
but it’s well worth the wait.
It’s around eight years

since I first played a demo
from the Musselburgh-
formed outfit on the radio.
Since then we’ve had dribs

and drabs from the seven-
piece. A few tracks popped
up on compilation albums,
but just the one official EP —
In A World Full Of Madness,
The Simple Joy Of Melody
Can Pull You Through. That
was in 2010.
Perhaps it’s taken all this

time to master their art, but I
was hailing them as one of
the best live acts as early as
2005.
The success of the EP moti-

vated them to make more
music together. Honing their
sound with live gigs across
the UK, they returned to the
studio to work on the album.
Previously recording in

Leith, this time they ventured
west to set up at the
renowned Chem 19 studio

near Hamilton. Engineering
and co-production came
from Davey McAulay, whose
credits include Mogwai, Mike
Heron and Remember
Remember.
David said: “After the first

day at Chem 19 we knew we
had chosen the perfect stu-
dio. The sessions for Oh!
Enlightened ran for over two
years. This was the band’s
most intense creative period
to date and it was amazing to
be a part of it.”
It’s credit to Delta Mainline

that the album sounds as
fresh as when I first stumbled
across them.
David said: “The album

took so long because, for us,
the LP is a work of art and
making a record is an under-
taking that should never be
taken lightly.”
In fairness, it’s not the sort

of record they could have
bashed out in a couple of
days. Beautifully layered, and
creating some glorious
soundscapes, it’s a confident
affair from a band at the top
of their game.
Oh! Enlightened is out on

Monday through Rehab
Sound Recordings. It’s also
released in North America by
Halcyon Records. Delta Main-
line celebrate Oh! Enlight-
ened’s release with a live set
on Vic Galloway’s BBC Radio
Scotland show on Monday
(8-10pm). They also appear
at the Caves in Edinburgh on
June 14, followed by gigs
across Scotland.
MORE: deltamainline.com
Q Jim will be playing Delta Mainline
on In:Demand Uncut this Sunday
from 7pm on Clyde 1, Forth One,
Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay
FM, West FM & West Sound FM.inde-
mandscotland.co.uk

By JIMGELLATLY
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